Introduction

The phenotypes of IMQ-Induced Mouse Model

Imiquimod (IMQ), hallmark ligand of Toll-like Receptor (TLR)-7 in mouse and TLR7/8 in human has been known to be protective against human papilloma virus-caused warts, actinic keratosis and basal cell carcinomas. Due to its small chemical structure and lipophilicity, it is really suitable for topical administration, thus successfully used as an ointment for the aforementioned diseases [1,2]. Sooner IMQ treatment appeared to be a reason for psoriasis for people who are prone to psoriasis. Since the first article of IMQ-induced mouse inflammatory model was published in 2009, it emerged as one of the most prominent animal models in psoriasis study as scientist have adopted this model to their research practice and experiments. The long-term topical administration of IMQ on skin ear or shaved back skin results psoriasis-like skin inflammation, characterized by increased skin erythema and scaling, thickened epidermis, alteration of keratinocytes differentiation and recruitment of immune cells to skin, mimicking psoriatic pathogenesis in human [3,4].

Pathomechanism of IMQ Induced Mouse Model

Generally, IMQ exerts its antiviral and antitumor activity through activation of TLR7 and TLR8, intracellular receptors in macrophages and dendritic cells (DC) [5]. IMQ binding to TLR7 signals in macrophage and dendritic cells thwarts those cells to infiltrate to infection/inflammatory sites and to express pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines such as IL-1α, IL-6, IL-23, and IFN-α, resulting in maturation of DCs and initiation of Th1/Th17 responses [6]. Moreover, IMQ treatment enhance infiltration of neutrophil, the proliferation of keratinocytes and changes in mast cells action. During the first phase of inflammation, the activation of MyD88, downstream target of TLR7/8 primarily causes the production of IL-23 from CD11c+ myeloid DCs and INF-α from plasmacytoid DCs to amplify inflammatory reaction and start differentiation of naïve T cells via upregulation of NF-κB and MAPK signaling [7,8]. In response to IL-23 secretion, γδ T cells predominantly release IL-17 and IL-22, which activate keratinocytes to proliferate and increase a production of chemokines and antimicrobial proteins as well as recruitment of neutrophils, thereby attracting other immune cells to maintain local inflammation.

On the other hand, IMQ also triggers keratinocyte proliferation and apoptosis through MyD88 independent pathway, possibly adenosine receptor-mediated CAMP pathway, since keratinocytes lack intracellular TLR7/8 receptor during the initial phase of inflammation and later keratinocyte activity is regulated by IL-17 and IL-22 expression via switching on inflammasome complex to enhance level of S100 proteins and LL-37 [9,10]. All sequential...
Nuisances in the IMQ Model and Other Mouse Models

Even though, IMQ-induced mouse model mirrors major pathological traits of human psoriasis, over the time, some strain or time-dependent inconsistency were observed among experimental animals and Therefore, more efforts to improve IMQ psoriatic model are being made by applying IMQ to various KO mouse models or promoting utilization of other models. According to the Wang et al, skin inflammation on IMQ mouse model is likely to decrease after 8 days of IMQ treatment and giving IMQ to K14-VEGF KO mouse has restored chronic inflammation and retained intensity for 2 weeks, indicating that application of IMQ to KO mouse may compensate drawbacks of IMQ mouse model [11]. Strain-dependent gene expression pattern of IMQ-administered different strain mouse models, including C57BL/6 (B6), BALB/c, CD1, DBA/1, FVB/Nj, 129X1/Sv and MOLF/Eij has been evaluated by using an RNA-sequencing technique. The significant differences have been noticed between BALB/C and B6, the most frequently used mouse strains, as genes, which are involved in DNA-replication, IL-17 stimulation, and CD8+ T cells, were upregulated, compared to CD4+ T cells and interferon-signaling-related genes in B6 strain. After all, a B6 strain exhibited more accurate and consistent phenotype and expression pattern with human psoriasis [12].

Another article reported that five different transgenic psoriasis model of K5-Tie2, IMQ, K14-AREG, K5-Stat3C, and K5-TGF-beta1 have been quantitatively assessed for their whole genome expression profile via microarray. While all models displayed robust correspondence to human psoriasis for morphogenesis of epidermis and keratinization-linked genes, the alterations in immune pathogenesis of psoriasis were significantly fluctuated between models, showing that each model possesses distinct expression pattern on a genomic level [13].

Conclusion

Scientific awareness and novel findings on a study of the etiology and pathogenesis for human psoriasis have been extensively accomplished since the successful practical application of IMQ to mouse as a psoriatic animal model and numerous investigations is still ongoing to reveal underlying mechanism of psoriasis based on this model. In fact, cutaneous symptoms generated by IMQ are presented remarkable similarities in regard to human psoriasis, featuring epidermal thickening, activation of Th17/Th23 cells and increased keratinocyte proliferation. Furthermore, modern analytical tools like RNA-sequencing and microarray allowed us to dig into the deep insight of molecular mechanism of IMQ and other mouse models and those novel approaches did not confirm our understanding of human psoriasis, but also gave clues on the utilization of IMQ and other mouse models. As mentioned in previous reports, administration of IMQ to B6 strain mouse generate the best-matched phenotype and genetic background than other strains and mouse models other than IMQ could provide distinct features of psoriasis, though mostly mimic characteristic of human psoriasis for cutaneous lesion development and epidermal symptoms. Therefore, IMQ model yield closest features to human psoriasis and careful selection of mouse strains and their genetic profiles before experimental planning is highly advisable.
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